First Year Seminar (Dr. Kille – Fall 2018)

News Journal Checklist Updated September 16

1) August 28: Article related to global economy (and establish a news journal format plan)

2) August 30: Article on free trade

3) September 4: Article related to your literature review topic idea

4) September 6: Article related to poverty or economic inequality

5) September 11: Article related to sustainable development, but look in particular for articles that relate to a specific Sustainable Development Goal

6) September 18: Any article related to development, but look in particular for articles that discuss women in development or critique the article on development for its lack of a gender dimension

7) September 20: Article related to human rights

7) September 25: Article related to health as a global issue

8 & 9) September 27 and October 2: One article with recent news connected to the country you are representing in the Global Issues Simulation and one article connected to the simulation topic of climate change Note that you are allowed to search New York Times for stories for this part of your news journal and, if relevant, these stories can also be used to support your Global Issue Summit paper

10) October 16: Article related to threats to global security

* October 16: News Journal Status Check

11) October 18: Article on terrorism

12) October 23: Any article on nationalism, and whether the article is an example of the peaceful exercise of nationalism or nationalism connected to conflict

13) October 25: Any article on the future of conflict and security, but look in particular for articles about lethal autonomous weapons or the use of animals in a military manner

14) November 1: Article which connects to the story addressed in your political cartoon (include the political cartoon as well)

15) November 6: Article which you believe illustrates American culture
16) November 8: Article which you believe illustrates a specific aspect of an American life chapter covered by Althen in Part II of *American Ways*

17) November 13: Article which you believe illustrates the culture of another country

18) November 27: Article related to population growth

19) November 29: Any article on natural resources, but look in particular for articles about conflict over natural resources

20) December 4: Any article related to food as a global issue, but look in particular for an article related to food security

*December 6: Completed News Journal Due*